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and categorical
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What have we covered so far?

Began with MLE

Then onto linear models

Looked at continuous variables 
and categorical

NEXT:

more tools…. This week = how to combine variables

Later = how to model when error is not normal

underlying principle

modelling tools
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But why?

Aims of the course:

To be able to analyse own data

Giving you tools (some of that is programming, lots is the 
models)

Ask 
question

Own data

Choose 
appropriate 

model
Check itGet 

estimates Interpret



Links between theory and practice

Lectures tell you HOW tool works, and some of 
mathematical principles behind them

Exercises let you practice USING the tools

Two different sets of skills, but need both for statistics

Theory Practice

Lectures Modules Exercises



• Complete Part A of the module



Dataset 1:

Dataset 2:

Dataset 3:



Dataset 1: categorical explanatory so…. differences in means

Dataset 2: continuous explanatory so .... relationship

Dataset 3: categorical explanatories so ….. differences in means and 
maybe interaction



Dataset 1: categorical explanatory so…. differences in means

Dataset 2: continuous explanatory so .... relationship

Dataset 3: categorical explanatories so ….. differences in means and 
maybe interaction

Maximum likelihood estimation of parameters



Last week

Looked at categorical explanatory variables

Using linear models

Finished with more than one variable



More than one 
categorical 

variable



Example from last week

Data on fertiliser treatments from Rothamsted

Four fertiliser treatments: control, manure, fertilised, stopped

Time: before1970, after1970



Example from last week

Could analyse both in separate models



• Complete Part B of the module
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Example from last week
Before 1970

After 1970

!" = $ + &'" + &('("
Before After

One effect for all Treatments



What about more than one group?



What about more than one group?
Before 1970

After 1970

Manure before 
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!" = $ + &'" + &('(" + &)'"

control manure

Different dimension



What about more than one group?
Before 1970

After 1970

Manure before 
1970

!" = $ + &'" + &('("

control manure

This is a visual representation. In R 

the standard error for each beta is 

the same. It c
alculates them from the 

variance from the whole variable. So, 

remember it is
 all one variable, even 

though there are groups.



Summary

All about differences in means

Capture difference as a line with intercept and slope

Intercept = a group mean

Slope = difference between intercept group and others
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Interactions



Why?

Why do we want to include them?

What do they tell us?



Why?

Why do we want to include them? Sometimes the effect of 
one variable depends on the effect of another

What do they tell us? How the effects change



How?

In the module

Want you to try interpretation on your own first



• Complete Part C of the module







Mean of control group before 1970



Treatment effects – differences in mean caused by each 
treatment



Time effect – differences in mean caused by change in 
time



Interaction effects – differences in mean for each 
treatment from before 1970 to after 1970



Intercept = mean of control before 1970

To get to manure before 1970 = 
0.8975+2.14

To get to manure after 1970 = 0.8975+2.14 
+ 0.04 + 2.61 need to include the overall 
effect of time, then the interaction is the 
difference in time effect between control 
group and manure group



Categorical and 
continuous



REMEMBER

Categorical = in groups

Continuous = every value can exist



• Start Part D of the module





Interpreting!

Here we have both categorical and continuous variables



Categorical and continuous

Several ways we can model this

Y ~ X Separately
Y ~ Groups

Y ~ X + Groups Additively

Y ~ X * Groups Interaction



Several ways we can model this

Y ~ X Separately
Y ~ Groups

Y ~ X + Groups Additively

Y ~ X * Groups Interaction

Will depend on the effect of each

Categorical and continuous



Back to the example

Categorical and continuous



Back to the example

Categorical and continuous



Interpreting



No interaction



No interaction

Intercept 
of line of 
Group A



No interaction

Slope 
value for 
all groups 
(same)



No interaction

Difference 
in intercept 
from Group 
A to Group 
B



No interaction

Difference 
in intercept 
from 
Group A to 
Group C



Interaction



Interaction



Interaction

Differences 
in slopes

Interaction!



• Complete Part D of the module













Temperature has positive effect on body length (warmer = longer)

The strength of that effect is bigger when there is no water

But the effect of water itself, is to increase body length

Large uncertainty in the effect of water, but still doesn’t cross 0

Does seem to be interaction



Summary

When we combine categorical and continuous explanatory 
variables….

Drawing several lines – one per group 

No interaction = different intercepts

Interaction = different intercepts and slopes

All about lines!



Tips and tricks to 
reading output



What went in?

Sometimes you will be given output and won’t know what 
went in

OR you might need to check that what you put in is 
behaving how you expect

How can we tell how R is treating our variables?



Tip 1: Look at your data

Read the data description 

Look the data if possible

Ask: is it categorical or continuous?



Tip 2: Look at the beta value in output

Is it just the variable name? Or anything else there?



Tip 2: Look at the beta value in output

Is it just the variable name? Or anything else there?

Variable name only = continuous



Tip 2: Look at the beta value in output

Is it just the variable name? Or anything else there?

Group name too = categorical



Tip 3: Look for * and :

You can see when an interaction is included



Tip 4: What is missing?

Tells you the intercept

Water = No is missing here



Tip 5: Remember what went in

If continuous went in, will expect a continuous line

If it did not, differences in means



• Complete Part E of the module



Summary

Recap of last week

- EX1: How to choose a model

More than one categorical variable

- EX2: Two categorical variables
- EX3: Interactions

Mixing categorical and continuous

- EX4: Categorical and continuous

Tips and tricks to reading outputs

- EX5: What has been done?



Tomorrow

I need to go to teaching seminar

Exam style practice – mark scheme online so can 
practice grading yourselves

Email me if any things not clear so far – can maybe 
do 10 mins on it next week


